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Despite the lack of evidence of new physics at colliders, neutrino
masses, dark matter and matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe
require an extension of the standard model. After discussing some new
concepts and tools in the description of seesaw neutrino models, such
as motion in flavour lepton space and the introduction of the bridging
matrix, that nicely complements the orthogonal matrix, I discuss recent
developments in the connections between neutrino data and scenarios of
leptogenesis within some well motivated extensions of the standard model.
Finally, I briefly review a simple unified picture of neutrino masses, lepto-
genesis and dark matter based on an extension of the seesaw Lagrangian
where a non-renormalizable effective operator coupling right-handed neu-
trinos to the Higgs is introduced. This operator enhances the right-handed
neutrino mixing between a coupled heavy right-handed neutrino and a de-
coupled one playing the role of dark matter. Moreover the interference
between the two coupled RH neutrinos also generates CP violation and
this allows to achieve successful leptogenesis. Although the dark mat-
ter right-handed neutrino escapes direct and collider searches, its decays
produce a detectable contribution to the very high energy neutrino flux
discovered by IceCube, making the model predictive and testable at neu-
trino telescopes.
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1 Introduction
Although there is no evidence of new physics at colliders,∗ there are clear phenomeno-
logical reasons to extend the standard model (SM): an explanation of neutrino masses
and mixing, understanding the nature of dark matter (DM) and the origin of the
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe. It is reasonable that these three com-
pelling evidences of new physics should be addressed within a unified picture. We
discuss how a simple extension of the SM based on the introduction of right-handed
neutrinos with Yukawa couplings, a Majorana mass term and additional couplings to
the Higgs described by a non-renormalisable effective operator, allows to address all
three of them. Neutrino masses and mixing are explained by a simple type-I seesaw
mechanism, matter anti-matter asymmetry of the universe by leptogenesis, while a
decoupled right-handed neutrino can play the role of DM. The picture also predicts a
contribution to the very high energy neutrino flux that makes it testable at neutrino
telescopes. The recent discovery by the IceCube detector is then extremely interesting
and provides a way to test this unified model.
Seesaw neutrino models and scenarios of leptogenesis are nicely embeddable within
models of new physics, in particular grand-unified models, models of flavour and com-
binations of both. I will discuss in general how these models can point to different
regions in the seesaw parameter space that, especially thanks to leptogenesis, can im-
ply different predictions on low energy neutrino parameters. From this point of view,
I will mainly emphasise the importance of absolute neutrino mass scale experiments.
I will also discuss some recent developments in representing seesaw neutrino models in
lepton flavour space and how the introduction of a new matrix, the bridging matrix,
nicely complements the orthogonal matrix in describing and understanding seesaw
neutrino models.
2 Neutrino masses and mixing
Neutrino mixing experiments measure two neutrino mass squared differences that can
be expressed in terms of the atmospheric neutrino mass scale, matm ≡
√|m23 −m21| =
(49.9 ± 0.3) meV, and the solar neutrino mass scale, msol ≡
√
m22 −m21 = (8.6 ±
0.1) meV, where the numerical values are the results of a recent global analysis [1].
This necessarily implies that for m1  matm all three neutrino masses are quasi-
degenerate, while for m1  msol one obtains either normal or inverted hierarchical
limit, depending on the sign of m23 − m21 that is still unknown. If we indicate with
m1′ the lightest neutrino mass, coinciding with m1 in the case of normal ordering,
for positive m23 − m21, and with m3 in the case of inverted ordering, for negative
∗Barring of course flavour anomalies, currently lacking both a consistent and sufficiently statisti-
cally significant experimental support to be regarded as evidences.
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m23 − m21, cosmological observations combined with neutrino mixing results, place
the most stringent upper bound m1′ . 0.07 eV (95% CL) excluding quasi-degenerate
neutrinos [2].†
In the case of normal ordering, favoured over inverted ordering at ∼ 3σ, latest
global analyses find the following 3σ ranges for the mixing angles and Dirac phase
in the leptonic mixing matrix U (switching from mass to weak eigenstates such that
να = Uαi νi) [1]
θ12 = 32
◦ – 36◦ , (1)
θ13 = 8.2
◦ – 9.0◦ ,
θ23 = 41
◦ – 52◦ ,
δ = 135◦ – 366◦ .
An easy (and economical) way to extend the SM to account for neutrino masses and
mixing is to introduce right-handed (RH) neutrinos with Yukawa couplings hν to
left-handed (LH) neutrinos and Higgs so that, in the flavour basis where the Yukawa
charged lepton matrix is diagonal, the charged lepton and neutrino Yukawa interac-
tions can be written as
−Lν+`Y = Lα h`αα αR Φ + Lα hναJ NRJ Φ˜ , (2)
where LTα ≡ (νLα, αL) are the leptonic doublets, MI ≤ . . . ≤ MN are the heavy
neutrino masses and we indicate with Greek indexes, α = e, µ, τ , the charged lepton
flavour, and with Roman indexes, J = I, II . . . , N , the heavy neutrino flavour. For
definiteness we can consider the simple and well motivated case N = 3. After elec-
troweak spontaneous symmetry breaking the Higgs vev generates a neutrino Dirac
mass matrix mD = v h
ν and charged lepton masses mα = v h
`
αα. In this way the
leptonic mass term in the Lagrangian for neutrinos and charged leptons reads
−L`+νm = αLmα αR + νLαmDαJ NRJ . (3)
If we now operate a bi-unitary transformation of the LH and RH neutrino fields, NRi =
UR iJ NRJ and νLi = VLiα νLα (i = 1, 2, 3), that switches to the Yukawa basis where
the neutrino Dirac mass matrix is diagonal, one obtains a bi-unitary parameterisation
of the neutrino Dirac mass matrix (mathematically, its singular value decomposition)
mD = V
†
L DmD UR , (4)
†The latest results from the Planck collaboration [3], place an upper bound on the sum of neutrino
masses
∑
i mi . 0.12 eV (95%CL). Combining this upper bound with the neutrino mixing results,
this implies m1′ . 0.03 (0.017) eV for normal (inverted) ordering. It should also be noticed that
inverted ordering is disfavoured at ∼ 1.6σ. This goes in the same direction of latest results from
neutrino mixing experiments also disfavouring normal ordering as mentioned in the text.
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where DmD ≡ diag(mD1,mD2,mD3) and mD1 < mD2 < mD3 are the Dirac neutrino
masses. In this case one has that the Yukawa basis coincides with the neutrino mass
eigenstate basis. The neutrino masses simply coincide with the neutrino Dirac masses,
mi = mDi and the leptonic mixing matrix is given by U = V
†
L .
However, this simple option, by itself, does not address the cosmological puzzles
and also implies that neutrino Yukawa couplings are much smaller than those of the
other massive fermions, especially when the comparison is made within the same
family, so that, for example, m3/mtop ∼ 10−12.‡
However, if in addition to RH neutrinos and a Yukawa coupling term, one also
allows for lepton number violation, considering that neutrinos are neutral, then in
general one also has a right-right Majorana mass term, so that, after electroweak
spontaneous symmetry breaking, one obtains for the leptonic mass term (3)
−L`+νm = αLmα αR + νLαmDαJ NRJ +
1
2
N cRJMJ NRJ + h.c. , (5)
in a basis where both charged lepton Dirac mass matrix and Majorana mass matrix
are diagonal (we will refer to it as the flavour basis) and where MI ≤MII ≤MIII . In
the seesaw limit, for MI  mD3, the spectrum of mass eigenstates splits into a heavy
set, with masses basically coinciding with the three MJ ’s and the eigenstates with
the RH neutrinos, and into a light set with the mass weigenstates almost coinciding
with the LH neutrinos and with masses given by the seesaw formula [7]
mi = U
∗
iαmDαJM
−1
J (m
T
D)Jβ U
∗
βi . (6)
Neutrinos are predicted to be Majorana neutrinos and, therefore, in the parameterisa-
tion of the leptonic mixing matrix, one has also to include two Majorana phases that
cannot be reabsorbed in the fields and can in principle be measured in new physical
processes involving lepton number violation. In practice, currently, we can just hope
to observe neutrinoless double beta decay that would correspond to measure just one
Majorana phase.
The seesaw formula is equivalent to the orthogonality of the matrix [8]
ΩiJ =
(U †mD)iJ√
miMJ
, (7)
providing a useful (orthogonal) parameterisation of the neutrino Dirac mass matrix
mDαJ = Uαi
√
mi ΩiJ
√
MJ . (8)
‡This does not mean that Dirac neutrinos cannot emerge within well motivated models, but
these involve additional ingredients compared to the minimal extension we are considering so that
the picture is actually less minimal that one can think. For example, ways to justify the lightness
of Dirac neutrinos are found within frameworks with large [4] or warped [5] extra-dimensions. Also
a mechanism of leptogenesis with Dirac neutrinos has been proposed [6] but it still requires some
external source, such as GUT baryogenesis, of an initial B + L asymmetry.
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The orthogonal matrix elements provide the fractional contribution to the light neu-
trino mass mi from the term proportional to the inverse heavy neutrino mass M
−1
J
and, very importantly, they tell how fine-tuned are phase cancellations in the seesaw
formula to get each mi as a sum of terms ∝M−1J .
Another interesting matrix, useful in the study of the seesaw neutrino mass models
is the bridging matrix, recently introduced in [9], defined as
BiJ ≡ (U
†mD)iJ√
(m†DmD)JJ
. (9)
This operates the transformation between the lepton flavour basis determined by the
neutrino mass eigenstates to that one determined by heavy neutrino lepton flavour
states (and vice-versa). If one considers lepton doublet states, one has indeed |LJ〉 =
BiJ |Li〉 (or considering lepton doublet fields one has LJ = (B†)Ji Li).
The orthogonal parameterisation (8) clearly shows that within a standard seesaw
extension of the SM with three RH neutrinos, eighteen new parameters are introduced:
nine low energy neutrino parameters and nine high energy neutrino parameters that
escape completely the information from laboratory experiments. In particular the
mass spectrum of the three heavy (mostly RH) neutrinos is one of the main unknowns.
From this point of view, as we will discuss in the next section, leptogenesis plays
an important role in connecting the heavy neutrino mass spectrum to the matter-
antimatter asymmetry of the universe.
However, from the bi-unitary parameterisation of the neutrino Dirac mass matrix
Eq. (4), one can get important insight in the the different classes of seesaw neutrino
models that can be built. If we plug the bi-unitary parameterisation into the seesaw
formula (6), this can be written as
mν ≡ U Dm UT = V †L DmD URD−1M UTR DmD V ∗L , (10)
wheremν is the light neutrino mass matrix (in the weak basis), Dm ≡ diag(m1,m2,m3)
and DM ≡ diag(MI ,MII ,MIII).
All mixing from LH sector: form-dominance models
We have seen that in the absence of a Majorana mass term, all the mixing is described
by the mismatch in the LH sector between the Yukawa basis and the charged lepton
flavour basis so that U = V †L . In the presence of a Majorana mass term this is still a
perfectly viable possibility. This means that in this case Majorana mass and neutrino
Dirac mass matrices are diagonal in the same basis and UR = I. Eq. (10) then
immediately confirms that U = V †L , as in the case of Dirac neutrinos, but this time
one obtains seesawed neutrino masses mi = m
2
Dj/MJ .
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In these models the orthogonal matrix Ω is simply given by the permutation
matrix and the fine-tuning is minimal [10] and they are usually referred to as form-
dominance models [11]. The three flavour bases of light neutrino mass eigenstates,
Yukawa basis and heavy neutrino flavour basis coincide. In the figure we show in
lepton flavour space, using the light neutrino mass eigenstate as reference basis, the
weak basis (left panel) and the heavy neutrino flavour basis (right panel) in the case
that this coincides with light neutrino basis. If, as mentioned, one parameterises
1 2
3
e
µ
τ
θ12
θ12
θ23
θ23
θ13
θ13
= 1I
II= 2
III= 3
Figure 1: Representation of different lepton bases in lepton flavour space.The light
neutrino mass eigenstates is used as reference basis. In the left panel the weak basis is
shown with an indication of the three lepton mixing angles and in the right panel the
heavy neutrino flavour basis is shown in the simple case of form-dominance models,
when it coincides with the light neutrino basis (from [9]).
the orthogonal matrix as the product of a rotation times a Lorentz boost in flavour
space, this class of models corresponds just to the simple trivial identity case (or a
trivial permutation of light and heavy flavour states). Interestingly, these models
typically arise imposing a discrete flavour symmetry [12]. The bridging matrix B of
course also coincides with the permutation matrix in these models. As we will see,
leptogenesis necessarily implies that some deviation from form-dominance is necessary
to reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe.
All mixing from the RH sector and SO(10)-inspired models
The opposite limit case occurs when all leptonic mixing is generated by the RH
sector, implying VL = I. In this case one still obtains analytical expressions for the
RH neutrino masses, though not so simple as before, explicitly [13]
M1 =
m2D1
|mνee| , M2 =
m2D2
m1m2m3
|mνee|
|(m−1ν )ττ |
, M3 = m
2
D3 |(m−1ν )ττ | . (11)
In the case of SO(10)-inspired models [14] one has VL ' VCKM ' I and in addition the
Dirac neutrino masses are not too different from the up quark masses. In this case the
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RH neutrino mass spectrum is highly hierarchical and when current neutrino mixing
data are plugged into the expressions, barring strongly fine tuned case of compact
spectrum when both |mνee| and |(m−1ν )ττ | are very small, one has M1  109 GeV,
with important consequences for leptogenesis.
An analytic expression for UR can be found in [13], here it is interesting just to
notice that in the hierarchical case, for m1 → 0, one has UR → I and the expressions
for the heavy neutrino masses correctly tend to the form-dominance case. This might
sound like a paradox since we are assuming VL = I but the point is that in this
case the mixing is the result of a balance between numerator and denominator in the
seesaw formula and this is a perfectly viable case considering that this balance can
well explain the observed large mixing angles. Of course one can wonder whether this
corresponds to a too special (though not fined-tuned) choice of parameters to be true
but it is still interesting that it naturally emerges as a perfectly viable solution within
SO(10)-inspired models barring fine-tuning in the seesaw formula and taking into
account the experimental data. Since in the exact limit all CP asymmetries vanish,
this might be seen as a reason why one could expect a deviation from the hierarchical
limit within these models. We will see that indeed leptogenesis sets a strict lower
bound on m1 within SO(10)-inspired models.
Two right-handed neutrino models
In the limit M3  1015 GeV, one necessarily has m1  10−5 eV and in the seesaw
formula the heaviest RH neutrino decouples and one obtains an effective two RH
neutrino formula with a great parameter reduction (from eighteen to only eleven)
[15]. These models are interesting because they are realised in different grand-unified
models combined with a discrete flavour symmetry (see for example [16]).
However, these models can be also realised in the limit when one Yukawa coupling,
or equivalently one neutrino Dirac mass mDi, vanishes. This is quite interesting since
in this case the decoupled heavy neutrino can have any mass and can be a candidate
of dark matter [17], as we discuss in Section 4.
3 Leptogenesis
We do not observe primordial antimatter in the universe. The baryon-to-photon ratio,
measured very precisely by cosmological observations finding [3]
ηB0 = (6.12± 0.04)× 10−10 , (12)
can then be considered as a measurement of the baryon asymmetry of the universe
that survived the sequence of different particle species annihilations occurred in the
early universe. A model of baryogenesis, where the asymmetry is generated dynami-
cally after the inflationary stage, is considered as the most reasonable explanation. A
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successful model of baryogenesis cannot be found within the SM and, therefore, the
baryon asymmetry of the universe is regarded as a strong evidence of new physics.
Leptogenesis is a scenario of baryogenesis relying on neutrino properties and after
the discovery of neutrino masses and mixing it became greatly attractive. Currently
many versions exist but the minimal original one [18] still remains not only viable
but also the most appealing since it can be naturally embedded within models of new
physics such as grand-unified models and/or models of flavour or combinations.
The minimal scenario of leptogenesis (see [19] for a review) relies on the type-I
seesaw extension of the SM that we discussed in the previous section and on the
assumption of thermal production of the heavy neutrinos, implying that the reheat
temperature has to be sufficiently high compared to the the mass of the RH neutri-
nos whose decay produce the contribution to the final asymmetry reproducing the
measured one. Heavy RH neutrino decays produce a B − L asymmetry that is in-
jected in the form of lepton number. This is rapidly partly reprocessed by sphaleron
non-perturbative processes into a baryon asymmetry if the temperature of produc-
tion is higher than the sphaleron freeze-out temperature (T offsph ' 132 GeV [20]). The
baryon-to-photon ratio predicted by leptogenesis can then be expressed in terms of
the final B − L asymmetry NfinB−L as ηB0 = asphNfinB−L/N recγ , where asph ' 1/3 is the
fraction of B − L asymmetry in the form of a baryon asymmetry.
When flavour effects are taken into account [21, 10, 27] the final asymmetry, in
general, given by a sum of contributions both on heavy neutrino flavours and on
charged lepton flavours. This crucially depends on the RH neutrino mass spectrum
and for this reason the requirement of successful leptogenesis imposes constraints on
the RH neutrino mass spectrum. The most important one is that the mass of RH
neutrinos that dominantly produces the asymmetry, not necessarily the lightest ones,
has to be higher than ∼ 109 GeV if one considers a hierarchical RH neutrino spectrum
and barring fine-tuning in the seesaw formula. This lower bound also translates into
a similar lower bound on TRH [22, 10].
If we go back to the case of models where all mixing stems from the LH sector,
with U = V †L , and if one imposes a discrete flavour symmetry, then this typcially
leads to mD? ≡ mD1 = mD2 = mD3 and one obtains a very simple heavy neutrino
mass spectrum MI = m
2
D?/mi. If in addition one also imposes m1  10−5 eV,
effectively the heaviest RH neutrino decouples and one can consider an effective two
RH neutrino model. In this case the lower bound on the lightest RH neutrino is
∼ 1010 GeV [23]. The flavour symmetry needs to be broken to have non-vanishing
CP asymmetries [24, 25]. In these models one does not get, in general, definite
predictions on the mixing parameters. These can be obtained within a specific model
typically combining a discrete flavour symmetry with grand-unification [26].
If we combine SO(10)-inspired models with leptogenesis (SO(10)-inspired lepto-
genesis), then the predictive power greatly increases and one gets predictions also
on the mixing parameters. The reason is that in that case, as anticipated, since the
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asymmetry produced by the lightest RH neutrinos is negligible, this has necessarily to
be produced from next-to-lightest RH neutrinos, realising a so-called N2-leptogenesis
scenario [10, 27]. In this case one has also to worry that the wash-out from lightest
RH neutrinos is weak enough for an asymmetry in some flavour to survive prior to the
freeze-out of sphalerons. This condition, combined with the requirement of successful
leptogenesis, produces constraints on all low energy neutrino parameters [28, 29]. In
particular a very robust constraint is given by a lower bound on the lightest neutrino
mass m1 & 1 meV and it should also be said that, given the current upper bound on
neutrino masses from cosmology, SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis works only for normal
ordering, as favoured by the latest data.
An interesting feature of SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis is that, for a much more
restricted region of parameters, it can also be strong, meaning that the final asymme-
try can be independent of the initial conditions, and in particular large pre-existing
asymmetries, in all three charged lepton flavours, can be efficiently washed-out. This
requires quite a specific set of constraints on low energy neutrino parameters whose
full realisation could be basically interpreted as a signature. For example, the lightest
neutrino mass has to be comprised within quite a narrow range of values, m1 ' (10–
30) meV (the exact range depends on how large is the pre-existing asymmetry to be
washed-out, see [30] for details) that starts to be right now to be tested by cosmo-
logical observations (see footnote at page 2). Also, quite interestingly, the solution
successfully predicted a non-vanishing value of θ13. Another important feature of
strong thermal SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis is that it can be hardly compatible with
the atmospheric neutrino mixing angle in the second octant [31], as currently slightly
favoured by global analyses. In the next years it will certainly very interesting whether
new experimental results will further support this solution or rule it out.
It should be noticed that SO(10)-inspired conditions can be also realised also not
necessarily SO(10) models. For example in [32] it has been shown that a model based
on a combination of a A4 discrete flavour symmetry with Pati-Salam grand-unified
group, leads to SO(10)-inspired conditions and one can reproduce lepton parameters
and also obtain successful N2 leptogenesis. Interestingly, in this case the atmospheric
neutrino mixing angle needs to be in the second octant as favoured by latest global
analyses. If one wants also to get in addition a realistic fit of quark parameters, this
has been found within a SO(10)× S4 × ZR4 × Z34 model, where ZR4 is an R symmetry
while the other three Z4’s symmetries are shaping symmetries [33].
4 Dark matter
Cosmological observations measure with great precision the abundance of cold dark
matter in the universe. The latest results from the Planck collaboration find [3]
ΩCDM h
2 = 0.11933 ± 0.00091. Can the simple type-I seesaw Lagrangian (5) also
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address the dark matter puzzle? In this case one of the three heavy RH neutrinos
should play the role of dark matter particle. A solution is obtained, the so-called
νMSM model [34], if the lightest RH neutrino mass is much smaller than the electron
mass in a way that the dominant decay channel is into three neutrinos and the rate
can be so strongly suppressed to have a life-time much longer with the age of the
universe. This points to a mass of the dark matter RH neutrino of order of keV
that is interesting since it would behave as warm dark matter, potentially able to
solve some claimed problems in the large scale structure at scales of the galactic
sub-halos. The dark matter RH neutrino would be produced by the mixing with
the LH neutrinos and interestingly the correct abundance can be produced while at
the same time the seesaw formula can satisfy the experimental results from neutrino
mixing experiments. However dark matter RH neutrinos would also sub-dominantly
decay radiatively and X-ray constraints right now exclude a non-resonance production
from the mixing. One has then to introduce further ingredients in the picture that
becomes much more contrived. Moreover, in the νMSM, neutrino Yukawa couplings
are still much smaller than those of other massive fermions so that one of the original
motivation of the seesaw mechanism is actually not addressed.
An alternative solution, with values of the RH neutrino masses above the TeV
scale implying higher neutrino Yukawa couplings, is to consider one of the three RH
neutrinos decoupled and stable. This implies that its Yukawa couplings have basically
to vanish and this can be justified imposing some symmetry. In order to produce the
dark matter RH neutrino however it is necessary to introduce some new interaction.
An attractive option is to consider the existence of new interactions described by the
the 5-dim non renormalizable operator [17]
OA = λIJ
Λ
Φ†ΦN cI NJ , (13)
inducing a RH-RH neutrino mixing able to produce via non-adiabatic resonant conver-
sions a RH neutrino DM abundance. The same operator is eventually also responsible
also for the decays of the dark matter RH neutrinos and this implies both a lower
bound and an upper bound on the mass singling out a window within 100 TeV–10 PeV
that is quite interesting since it implies some contribution to the high energy neu-
trino flux that is now detected by the IceCube neutrino telescope, providing a way
to test the mechanism. Interestingly, the other two coupled RH neutrino decays can
also reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry via leptogenesis [35]. In this way one
realises a unified picture of neutrino masses, leptogenesis and dark matter testable at
neutrino telescopes.
In conclusion a solution to the cosmological puzzles of matter-antimatter asymme-
try and dark matter of the universe related to neutrino properties is not only possible
but also an attractive possibility that will be tested during next years at neutrino
telescopes.
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